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Emergency Water Purification 

 
Water provision is frequently impacted when world       

catastrophes take a turn for the worse. Natural disasters         
often pollute water supplies and spread diseases while        
disrupting livelihoods in the process. It wrecks existing        
establishments and infrastructure, leaving innumerable     
people without clean drinking water. Generally, the bottled        
water industries are at the forefront of relief aid during          
natural disasters. In a situation like this having clean         
portable drinking water to cook, clean clothes, and quench         
your thirst is a necessity. This water filtration product was          
designed to provide a solution to this problem during a          
natural disaster. It can provide clean water daily for a          
family of four during an emergency. In order to make it           
suitable for such situations, it was designed to be a gravity           
driven system with customizable filter compartments to       
adjust the intensity of filtration required by the water         
source. The removable and customizable compartments      
contain a sand filter, ion exchange resin, and activated         
carbon mesh. 
 

The effectiveness of the filtration system was tested        
using a sample of Charles River water. The results showed          
that bacteria, lead, pesticides, and turbidity were       
successfully eliminated from the water sample. Not only        
did the hardness lower significantly, but also the optimum         
pH level was achieved. This project was a crucial learning          

experience for our engineering career. Not only does our design move our society forward, but               
also advances our quality of life. By splitting up the responsibility of the project based on each                 
member’s skills we were able to organize a team that functioned like a well-oiled machine. This                
project developed our technical skills and laid the foundation needed to improve the real world. 
  
  

 



 

Introduction 
The Team’s objective was to build a water filtration system that provides potable water to a                
family of four during an emergency. In order to make it suitable for such situations, we chose to                  
create a gravity driven system with customizable filter compartments to adjust for the level of               
filtration required by the source of water.  
 
Problem Statement  
To build a water filtration system with the following constraints: 
1.     Cost $400 
2.     River water (Charles River, Boston) 

3.     Provide 10L of water daily for 5 days 
4.     Practical and easy to use 

The team acknowledged the above constraints and chose to set objectives towards building the              
prototype. Our success was based on the accomplishment of these objectives. 
  
Objectives  

1. Meet EPA water regulations 
The team standardized the quality of filtered water by complying with EPA standards (EPA              
standards is listed in the Appendix). 
 

2. Gravity driven filtration system 
Although not a constraint, we decided to to build a gravity driven system. This made the                
filtration processes more complex, but suited emergency situations better where power is limited             
and valuable. 
 

3. Portable 
All filters incorporated in our prototype are not necessarily needed for the treatment of fresh               
water streams (ponds and lakes). Therefore we designed a prototype where the size of the overall                
prototype could be reduced by removing the unnecessary filters, making the filtration unit more              
portable. 
 

To meet the above objectives, the team outlined major components of the prototype and              
delved into research. The bulk of the research was affiliated with contaminants in the Charles               
River water and filtration processes required to treat them. The team also researched and reverse               
engineered filtration systems currently available in the market; however most of the filtration             
units were either too small and not thorough enough for fresh water sources or too complex and                 
heavy, requiring high external power and capital investment. Our vision for the prototype was to               
fit between the two extremes.  

 



 

The following chart displays the Team’s method of approach to meet our objectives. 
 
Table 1: Morph Chart 

Component Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 

Body Cylindrical Cuboid Conical Spherical 

Solid Impurities Bio-sand Anti-microbial 
filters 

Sedimentation Mesh filters 

Bacteria & 
Viruses 

Boiling UV lights Iodine  

 

Distillation 
Organic 
impurities 

Activated carbon Reverse-osmosis Diffused 
aeration 

Metals Ion exchange 
resin 

Reverse-osmosis Ferric 
hydroxide 

 
How We Limited Scope 

Even though it would be more rewarding to develop this product through several             
prototypes and would yield a more perfect final product, the product development phase had to               
be shortened to a more achievable time frame. The preliminary research, design, soft             
prototyping, and initial hard prototyping was completed in approximately 12 weeks in addition to              
other course work; therefore, certain elements of the engineering design process had to be              
modified and occasionally removed for practical reasons. 

Since we are a design group that operates under the engineering branch of Boston              
University, we have a relatively tight restriction on funds allocated to this project. As a result we                 
were unable to experiment with many different materials such as clear pipes, copper pipes, and               
more safe and structurally sound filter cartridge materials. These resources would have been             
much more aesthetically pleasing, easier to work with, and practical than those upon which we               
settled. Also, in order to minimize the cost of prototyping resources from epic such as cardboard,                
white PVC, and the 3D printing machines were used. Also, the equipment in EPIC’s shop was                
used in order to avoid outsourcing this labor, which can be quite expensive.  

The project had to be completed in a timely manner due to this course’s span through                
only one semester. As a result some elements of the design process had to be adjusted. First, we                  
will note that the preliminary research time allotment was not shortened as this was critical for                
the full understanding of the goals and available technology. However, the soft prototyping stage              

 



 

was shortened; rather than have each group member create their own design to be compared to                
others, we settled on two soft prototype designs derived from options within our morph chart.               
The solid prototyping stage was also significantly shortened, primarily to high confidence in the              
filter’s design after the previous two stages. Once the materials for different elements of the soft                
prototype were determined and ordered they were immediately implemented. Certain elements of            
the filter, such as the 3D printed cartridges and main body pipe length, went through stages of                 
development because the resources and means were readily available in EPIC; however, the             
majority of the filter’s components were assembled successfully early on. 

Limiting the scope of the project posed issues related to engineering ethics.            
Unfortunately, the true structure of product design had to be altered, resulting in a less ideal                
filter. Costs were intentionally minimized, errors intentionally avoided through limiting risks,           
and final prototype building materials preserved until final construction. With minimized costs            
and limited risk-taking the final product is less innovative than it could have been. However,               
with these restrictions in place this group still accomplished the goal of filtering dirty Charles               
River water and reached the metrics of success we set in place. 
 
Critical Path Identification and Resolution 

The biggest challenge for our group in terms of achieving the goals we set out for                
ourselves was the flowrate of the of the filter and whether or not we would be able to produce ten                    
liters of clean water per day. Getting water through each of the filter stages at a reasonable rate                  
would make or break the project, and therefore was the critical path issue. 

There were four design variables that would determine the flow rate of the filter: diameter               
of the body, length of the body, materials chosen for each filter stage, and amount of pressure                 
required to move the water along the filter stages. Wide tubes would allow more water to flow                 
through the filter, increasing the flow rate. However, one of the metrics set out from the                
beginning was that the apparatus would be handheld; therefore so the pipe diameter could not be                
very large. A three-inch inner diameter pipe was chosen because that was deemed by the group                
to satisfy the ‘handheld’ goal we had set. Similarly, the pressure for the pipe was determined by                 
a metric that the group had set from the beginning. The filter was to be completely gravity                 
driven, and so it would not be pressurized in any other way except from the water’s own                 
hydrostatic pressure as it sat in the filter. The materials that were chosen for the filter cartridges                 
were what ultimately determined how well the water would flow through the filter. Testing of the                
individual components yielded a conclusive result: the bio-sand stage of the filter would be the               
biggest inhibitor water flow. Water flowed through the ion exchange resin and activated carbon              
stages unexpectedly well, but since the bio-sand was the most tightly packed and least porous of                
first three stages, water would sit in the bio-sand portion of the filter and slowly drip through the                  
following stages. In hindsight, what should have been done, was that the sand filter stage should                
have had the longest pipe section, while the activated carbon and ion exchange should have had                
the shortest, rather than all of them having the same length. A longer bio-sand pipe section would                 

 



 

have increased the water reservoir, and increased the hydrostatic pressure. In the end, our filter               
yielded a flow rate of about one liter per twenty minutes, which easily satisfied the ten liter per                  
day metric that was set out in the beginning of the project. 
 
Prototype Design 
 Before our group could begin designing a product that purified water, we needed to find               
out what was considered drinkable water. There are several regulations that the EPA requires              
water to meet in order for it to be considered drinkable. The chart in the Appendix lists all of the                    
EPA’s requirements. With that in mind, the next step was to figure out how to clean water in                  
order to meet EPA standards. Simultaneously, the design process was begun and the preliminary              
ideas and goals for what we wanted our filter to be started to come to fruition. Through our                  
research we found numerous ways in which water could be cleaned. We found the best process                
that would clean water while also meeting our design goals by using a Morph Chart. Table 1                 
shows our Morph Chart and all design decisions our group made for our water filter system. 
 The design goals set for our filter included gravity driven, portable, and consisting of 
sequential purifying stages. However, early in the design process it was found that in order for 
water to flow through the filter the flow might have needed to be pressurized. This was noted in 
the preliminary sketches of the water filter, seen in Figure 1. Upon further research it was found 
that a pressurized system likely wouldn’t be necessary, and that our original goal of a completely 
gravity driven filter was plausible. The next issue that our group faced was that a filter with 
multiple stages still required replaceable cartridges. The stages of our filter were designed as a 
biosand phase, an ion exchange phase, a phase with iodine crystals, and an activated carbon 
phase. What each of these phases accomplished is listed in Table 1. The second sketch of our 
filter, shown in Figure 2, shows the next filter design with four different sections that are 
interchangeable. This design allowed for filter cartridges to be replaced as needed. An issue that 
was found when ordering the materials for the filter cartridges was that iodine crystals sublimate 
at room temperature and inhaling their vapors can be dangerous. Therefore, it was decided that 
iodine tablets would be used as a post filtration process. 

 
Figure 1: Preliminary Design and Research 

 
Figure 2: Preliminary Design, Design 

Evolution 

 



 

 The final prototype design is seen in Figure 3. The exploded view shows all components 
that go into creating one filter. Each filter section had a male and female pipe adapter attached to 
it, allowing the sections to be removable and interchangeable. The cartridges lie in between the 
male adapter and the pipe of each section.  

 
Figure 3: Final Prototype Rendering 

 
The cartridges were designed on CREO and 3D printed. This was not the ideal way to 

make filters because the materials used by the 3D printers are not water safe, but 3D printing was 
the only way to custom make filter cartridges for our project. If our filters were to be 
manufactured, they would come with water safe cartridges. The filters were made with filter 
paper and held together by O-rings, with the filtering media inside held inside the filter paper. 
Figure 4 shows empty 3D printed cartridges, while Figure 5 is an image of an assembled 
cartridge. The filtration media and filter paper were completely disposable, unlike the actual 
cartridge. If the entire product were to be professionally manufactured, cartridge safety and 
disposability would be required. Figures 6-11 show the assembly components of a full filter unit. 

 
Figure 4: Empty Filter Cartridges 

 
Figure 5: Completed Filter Cartridge 

 



 

  

 
Figure 6: Female 

Threaded Adapter End 

 
Figure 7: Male Threaded 

Adapter End  
Figure 8: Funnel at Filter 

Output 
 

 
Figure 9: Filter Unit, Top 

View 

 
Figure 10: Filter Unit. 

Bottom View 
 

Figure 11: Complete Filter 
Unit 

The filter ended up being larger and heavier than expected. It was also difficult to replace 
the cartridges because the sections were so hard to separate from each other. The flow rate was 
also a bit slow. The filter produced about 1 liter every 20 minutes. In the end, however, the filter 
accomplished what we set out for it to do, which was to produce 10 liters of clean drinking water 
in one day, while also being portable, and gravity driven. 

 
How We Judge Success 

Our team believes that the project was a success because we have achieved the metrics 
that we have put forth in our objectives. Our design has been made suitable for a family of four 
in a case of an emergency by achieving portability and electricity independence. Most 
importantly, our design is a success because it is able to turn dirty water into potable water. This 
claim is proven by the following chart which shows the difference in chemical composition 
between the unfiltered and filtered water. 

 



 

 
Table 2: Charles River Water Tests  

 Unfiltered Charles River 
Water 

Single Pass 3 Pass 

Potentially Harmful Bacteria Positive  Negative Negative 

Lead Negative Negative Negative 

Pesticides Negative Negative Negative 

Total Nitrate/Nitrite (ppm) 0 - 0.5 0 0 

Nitrite (ppm) 0 0 0 

pH 6.5 - 7.5 6.0 - 6.5 6.0 - 6.5 

Hardness (ppm) 120 - 250  0 - 50 0 - 50 

Total Chlorine (ppm) 0 0 0 

 
The goal was to get rid of any harmful bacteria and to achieve 

potable pH levels. Evidently, the table shows that our design filtered 
out the bacteria, lead, and pesticides as well as decreased the pH to near 
neutral level and significantly decreased the hardness. This has made 
the filtered water potable, and therefore, we have reached our set goals. 
In addition, our filter was able to give back 80% of the water which is 
what we had aimed for. The remaining 20% was retained in the filter 
          Figure 12 shows our final filter design during testing which 
embodies the above mentioned metrics of portability and electricity 
independence.  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12: Full Filter  

 



 

Long Term Design 
The production of this prototype was carried out in the Boston University Product             

Innovation Center. The goal of this product is not only to be fit for the purpose within the                  
market, but also to design the product so it can be manufactured/assembled easily and as cost                
effectively as possible. 

Firstly, the current prototype is heavy and long (Length), making it uncomfortable to             
hold. Breaking into the market would be significantly easier if the prototype is lighter and               
smaller. Being completely portable in the time of a natural disaster is an important product               
objective. 

Due to the various filter medias, 1L of water takes 20 minutes to pass through the entire                 
device. It would be preferred to have a shorter filtration time which can be achieved by having a                  
pressurized flow. A plunger or modified filter cartridges can be added to increase the flow rate of                 
water. 

The cartridges used in the prototype were 3D printed in EPIC. The cartridges serve its               
intended purpose of storing the filter media however the cartridge is not completely water safe.               
Finding a way to make custom cartridges is something that needs to be considered. Also, using                
biodegradable, disposable cartridges and increasing the life cycle of each cartridge would            
improve the filter’s environmental footprint. This is a product that will be used during a natural                
disaster, therefore solving both those issues will make life easier for the customers. Hence, it will                
not be required to change the cartridges as frequently and ideally be disposed anywhere. 

While testing, the “joints” or areas where the various components were attached to each              
other suffered from leaks. The filtration system had an 70-75% yield. The loss of water was due                 
to the improper sealing and retention from the filters. Better sealing would increase the              
efficiency of the prototype significantly. 

Another issue that was encountered was that the assembling and disassembling of the             
prototype required a great deal of force. This could be solved with better lubrication between the                
threads.One of the major design flaws was that the device needed to be held or rested against                 
something while the water was being filtered through it. In a future design, a tripod stand could                 
be designed where the device is held right in place above the desired water container. This tripod                 
stand would consist of legs that collapse and fold to improve portability and reduce storage space                
while increasing the ease of usage for the customer. 

Furthermore, the water input reservoir in the prototype is small. The user must stand over               
and pour the water slowly through the device. Due to our slow flow rate, the input reservoir                 
drained out slowly. This led to longer wait times and having someone constantly pouring water               
into the reservoir as the water levels decreased. Having a larger input reservoir would solve this                
problem of having to constantly pour water. 

Finally, in our design a bacteria killing agent is added to the water post filtration. Ideally,                
including some bacteria killing agent in the filtration process is preferred. It would be part of the                 
main filtration system and no external process would be carried out. 

 



 

The water filtration system would be a more attractive product with improved            
adaptability. It is important to note that the current price of the product is higher than desired.                 
The product can be more cost effective as the materials were bought at hardware stores and                
ordered through Amazon and McMaster-CARR. Larger production of this product would reduce            
the cost of materials significantly through economies of scale. In addition, the quality and finish               
of the product would improve drastically if it were manufactured professionally.  
 
Conclusion 

Our design consists of several customizable and removable compartments which contain           
a sand filter, ion-exchange resin, and activated carbon. In order to test the effectiveness of our                
filter, a sample of Charles River water was taken and tested before and after being filtered. The                 
results show that our filter took got rid of the bacteria, lead, and pesticides. The water filter also                  
decreased the hardness and the pH to potable levels, and therefore the goals of our water filter                 
were achieved.  

This project was a crucial learning experience for our engineering career. We learned that              
each member excels in his own expertise. For example, while one teammate is better with               
hands-on building, another is better with the design and the calculations; therefore, our team took               
advantage of this by splitting up the responsibility of the project based on each member’s skills                
to be able to create an efficient team dynamic. In addition, this project has furthered our technical                 
skills by exposing us to the machine shop “EPIC” and to real-life hands on manufacturing. 
 
  

 



 

Appendix 
 
Table 3: Budget & Bill Of Materials 

ITEM NO DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE PER 
UNIT ($/unit) 

1 3” Schd. 40 PVC Pipe- 
3.5 ft 

1 14 

2 PVC Adapters (female) 3 4.45 

3 PVC Adapters (male) 3 4.07 

4 Filter Cartridges 3 2.87 

5 Strap 1 5 

6 Activated carbon media 
pad 

1 0.95 

7 Ion exchange 50g 0.9 

8 Iodine & neutralizing 
tablets 

1 11 

9 Sand 70g 0.13 

10 Funnel 1 3 

11 Sealing Tape 1 3 

12 3” O-Rings 12 0.14 

13 Filter Paper 8 0.01 

 
 
Link to full database of EPA water quality standards: 
https://www.epa.gov/ground-water-and-drinking-water/national-primary-drinking-water-regulati
ons 

 


